
April 17 – 26, 2015

10 days of events! 
Everyone welcome!! 

The Cambridge Science Festival (CSF) is a national leader among science 
festivals. Over the past 8 years, the CSF has grown to the point where today 
we engage 60,000 people with science, technology, engineering, art and 
math (STEAM) through more than 100 different activities and events over  
10 days each spring. But we don’t stop there!

Under the banner of the Biogen Idec Foundation’s Science on the Street, 
we deliver our hallmark product—inspiring researchers and innovators 
engaging audiences with their love of STEAM—to kids, families and adults 
attending cultural and community events throughout Massachusetts. 

Stay curious and prepare to have fun at a festival, after school program,  
or event near you!

Cambridge Science Festival
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02139

CambridgeScienceFestival.org

John Durant, Executive Director
P.A. d’Arbeloff, Director

THANK YOU TO THE CITY OF CAMBRIDGE!
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Do you know who to thank for being able to find your way to more than 160 events  
at the 2015 Cambridge Science Festival? Albert Einstein! No, really, Albert Einstein!!  
Are you curious as to why?

Our Ninth Annual Cambridge Science Festival is made possible by nearly 40 generous 
sponsors, including longtime supporters like MIT and the Biogen Idec Foundation and 
newcomers Shell Tech Works and DivcoWest. Thanks to our sponsors, we produce an 
annual 10-day festival celebrating science, technology, engineering, art and math.

The “we” who presents this incredible festival includes our small staff plus more than  
300 scientists and science enthusiasts who share the excitement of discovery with  
nearly 60,000 festival-goers each year. As you flip through this program guide you will  
see fun, engaging events for people of all ages and backgrounds. You’ll also see 
descriptions of events that can answer all kinds of questions, like what the heck did 
Albert Einstein have to do with navigating to and from science festival events?

Without Albert Einstein, your GPS probably wouldn’t work. That’s because he discovered 
that the faster something goes (in this case a satellite), the slower everything else  
around it seems to go—gravitational time dilation. Without gravitational time dilation, 
over the course of a month your GPS device may go from telling you you’re in Cambridge 
to telling you you’re in New York … and nobody wants that! 

Be sure to check page 50 on for HANDS-ON Programs during April school vacation!

Welcome to the 2015

Get the entire CSF 
schedule + updates  
on your smartphone 

with the  
Guidebook app!! 
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Like what you see at the Cambridge Science Festival? Then invite us to  
a school or community event near you!

Thanks to the Biogen Idec Foundation, we take the best of the festival  
on the road throughout the year across Massachusetts. 

We call it Science on the Street and we bring science activities and demos 
to anywhere we can find a crowd, including city parks, summer camps  
and arts festivals. Dim the lights in a town square and we’ll show up with  
amateur astronomers and their telescopes!

Tell us if there is a cool event that Science on the Street should visit. If you 
are a scientist or outreach professional and want to share your science 
with a crowd, get in touch. We’d love to have you join us at events! 

LEARN MORE ABOUT US ONLINE AT: bit.ly/scienceonthestreet

The CAMBRIDGE SCIENCE FESTIVAL now stretches across nearly half of Massachusetts! 
Join us at venues in Cambridge, Boston, Somerville, Belmont, Leominster, Framingham, 
Burlington, Acton, Nahant, Wellesley, Quincy and Bridgewater! See a full interactive map 
of 2015 venues and events at: bit.ly/2015CSFmap

SCAN WITH 
YOUR  

SMARTPHONE  
NOW!
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Friday, April 17: 7:30pm– 9:30pm  
SPEAKING OF EINSTEIN
First Parish in Cambridge 
1446 Massachusetts Ave., Harvard Square, Cambridge
Officially kicking off the Cambridge Science Festival, four influential physicists will sit down 
to discuss how Einstein’s work shaped the world we live in today and where his influence 
will continue to push the frontiers of science in the future! Our esteemed panelists include: 

David Kaiser  Professor of the History of Science, MIT 
Lisa Randall  Professor of Physics, Harvard University 
Priyamvada Natarajan  Professor of Astronomy & Physics, Yale University 
Clifford Will  Professor of Physics, University of Florida 
Peter Galison  Professor of History of Science, Harvard University

Cost: $10 per person, $5 per student, Tickets available at speakingofeinstein.eventbrite.com

Celebrating  Einstein

FAMILIES
Thursday, March 26: 7:15pm  – 8:30pm  
COSMIC LOOPS:  
MUSIC BENEATH THE STARS 
Charles Hayden Planetarium 
Museum of Science 
1 Science Park, Boston

Celebrate Einstein’s theory of relativity 
and travel into another dimension with 
acoustic doubleneck guitarist Ian Ethan 
and Grammy-winning cellist Eugene Friesen 
and the Planetarium team’s stunning visions 
overhead.

Cost: $18, find tickets at: store.mos.org/ 
?action=showevent;event_id=757

Wednesday, April 8: 7:00pm                  
SCIENCE BY THE PINT @ AERONAUT: 
GRAVITATIONAL WAVES 
Aeronaut Brewing Company 
14 Tyler St, Somerville

MIT Prof. Scott Hughes & Kavli Institute 
members explain gravitational waves.

Cost: Free 

Monday, April 13: 7:00pm 
HARVARD’S SCIENCE BY THE PINT:  
COSMIC ORIGINS 
The Burren, 247 Elm St, Davis Sq, 
Somerville

MIT Professor Mark Vogelsberger and his 
team will discuss the science of simulating a 
universe in a computer.

Cost: Free

Wednesday, April 15: 6:30pm– 8:30pm 
AUTHOR VISIT AT THE CAMBRIDGE 
PUBLIC LIBRARY: MARCIA BARTUSIAK 
Cambridge Public Library, 449 Broadway

Author Marcia Bartusiak will premiere 
her new book, Black Hole: How an Idea 
Abandoned by Newtonians, Hated by  
Einstein, and Gambled on by Hawking 
Became Loved.

Cost: Free

Tuesday, April 21: 7:30pm – 10:00pm 
THE STORY COLLIDER: GRAVITY 
Oberon, 2 Arrow St, Harvard Sq, Cambridge

Returning to the CSF once again, Story 
Collider is here to share stories of science! 

Cost: $10, Tickets available at: 
americanrepertorytheater.org/events/show/
story-collider

Exhibit Premiere Thursday,  
April 23: 6:00pm – 7:00pm 
BLACK (W)HOLE 
Central Square Theater,  
450 Mass Ave, Central Sq, Cambridge

An interactive experience in which the viewer 
becomes immersed in a visual and auditory 
re-creation of a black hole.

Cost: Free

Friday, April 24 & Saturday, April 25:  
7:30pm – 9:00pm, Doors open at 7 
A SHOUT ACROSS TIME 
First Church in Cambridge 
11 Garden St, Harvard Sq, Cambridge

Live music, dancing, independent film, and... 
physics? Come enjoy this unique multimedia 
arts program designed to celebrate Einstein’s 
lasting legacy! 

Cost: $15 per person, $5 per student, Tickets 
available at: ashoutacrosstime.eventbrite.com

3:30pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm (30 minute performances)
SoundScience Fun! 
Museum of Science, Science Live! Stage 
Green Wing Lower Level, 1 Science Park, Boston 

SoundScience Fun! is an interactive sing along performance designed to explore the  
science of sound through the magic of music. Together we sing about strings, have a 
percussion discussion, ride a sound wave, and have fun! The performance invites audience 
participation in multiple ways: audience members are invited to sing along and “move-
along” to learn more about how science is connected to our everyday lives.

Cost: Free with museum admission 

TEENS ADULTS

Celebrating Einstein is a series of events and activities taking place 
before and during the 2015 Cambridge Science Festival to mark the 
100th anniversary of Albert Einstein’s general theory of relativity, his 
greatest scientific legacy. Learn more and see the rest of the schedule: 
cambridgesciencefestival.org/2015Festival/CelebratingEinstein.aspx
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Earth + Space
Explore flight, electricity, physics, optics, the 
ocean, Earth’s history, the flora and fauna of 
the planet and how we are jumping off our 
own water world into the depths of space!
Featuring:
 Charles River Watershed Association
 Cambridge Energy Alliance
 Boston GreenFest
 Kiting USA
 Draper Laboratory
 Cape Cod Museum of Natural History
 Center for Chemical Innovation in Solar Fuels
 Jurassic Roadshow
 Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
 TEC Connections Academy Commonwealth
   Virtual School
 NES/OSA
 WorldWide Telescope Ambassadors
 Biodiversity for a Livable Climate
 Foundations of Complex Life (NASA
   Astrobiology Institute MIT Team)
 Voltree Power Inc.
 Harvard Museum of Natural History
 Youth Sailing Safety Solutions
 Classroom Hives Inc.
 Meadowscaping for Biodiversity
 Girl Scouts of Eastern Massachusetts
 Hanscom Composite Squadron
  “e” inc.
 Harvard Museum of Natural History
 Walkalong Glider Flight School
 And More!

No Limits
Cross the boundaries of science disciplines 
and explore in new ways!
Featuring:
 Pine Village Preschool
 Boston College
 Science Club for Girls
 MIT OpenCourseWare
 Harvard University Solar
 Emerson College
 Metropolitan Waterworks Museum
 Graduate Materials Council of MIT
 Bright Horizons Early Education & Preschool
 MIT Undergraduate Biochemistry Association
 Einstein’s Workshop
 Greengineers
 Toysinbox 3D Printing
 Broad Institute
 Graduate Molecular Biology Outreach 
    Program
 Rose Abramson
 East End House
 Center for STEM Education, Northeastern
    University
 City of Cambridge Community Development
   Department
 ART+BIO Collaborative
 Beyond Benign
 TTT Mentor Program
 Science on the Street
 Harvard University Photonics Club
 The Innovation Institute
 Inventor Mentor
 MIT Biological Engineering Department
 Zoo New England
 And More!

Micro Zone
Learn about groundbreaking research in 
microbiology, health, and chemistry. Explore 
how elements interact, and how we discover 
cures for diseases that plague the world. 
There are amazing things currently being 
explored right here in the Boston area!
Featuring:
 EBICS, Emergent Behaviors of Integrated
    Cellular Systems
 Science in the News
 Takeda Pharmaceuticals
 swissnex Boston
 Cell Press
 Harvard-NIEHS Center for Environmental
     Health and MIT Center for Environmental
    Health Sciences


 Center for Selective C-H Functionalization
 miniPCR
 And More!

Game Corner
Expand your idea of what it means to be  
a gamer by playing, programming and 
learning how games are made. Learn how 
humans learn and how our brains work  
using interactive games and activities!
Featuring:
 Harvard Lab for Developmental Studies
 Little Worlds Interactive
 Gique
 Boston Children’s Hospital Division of 
   Developmental Medicine
 NOVA Labs
 Saxe Lab at MIT
 Play-Well TEKnologies
 Sense About Science
 WGBH
 Lexington Singapore School
 National Living Laboratory, 
   Museum of Science Boston
 TestTubeGames
 Emagination Computer Camps
 SciStarter, Discover Magazine and
   Astronomy Magazine!
 And More!

Robot Zoo
Back for its 3rd year! Explore amazing 
robotics technology and activities from 
organizations throughout the World.  
You definitely don’t want to miss this!
Featuring:
 Norwood High School
 British International School of Boston
 Personal Robots Group (MIT Media Lab)
 Mrs. Nic’s Sci-Mobile
 WPI POPOVIC LABS
 Society of Women Engineers
 Robilis
 FIRST
 Empow Studios
 Lincoln Laboratory
 Harvard Biodesign Lab
 Boston University Inspiration Ambassadors
 Winchester Robotics Team
 iRobot
 Worcester Polytechnic Institute
 Harvard Microrobotics Lab
 MathWorks
 CRLS FIRST Robotics Team
 Ras Labs, LLC
 Olin Robotic Sailing
 MIT Sea Grant
 And More!

Noon – 4pm

SCIENCE CARNIVAL!
Cambridge Rindge & Latin Field House and Cambridge Public Library  
Broadway and Ellery Street, Cambridge 

The Science Carnival and Robot Zoo is an expo-style event with over  
100 ways to explore, build, learn and, most importantly, have fun!

FREE!
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12:00pm –2:00pm
Pop-up Maker Space for Young Makers
Boston Public Library Central Branch  
Teen & Children Centers, 700 Boylston Street, Boston
This event will bring together eight different organizations with a passion for making things. 
Demonstrations and activities range from all kinds of circuit wizardry, silk screening to 
making speakers. Activities by Boston Arts Academy, Parts and Crafts, Brimmer and May 
School, Desaisive Education Technology, Ingrid Cheung, Watertown Free Public Library, 
BostonMakers and Wheelock College. 

Cost: Free, Drop-in

2:00pm – 3:00pm
On the Wing: A Celebration of  
Birds in Music and Spoken Word 
Holden Chapel, 15 Harvard Yard, Cambridge

Join the Harvard Museum of Natural History for a special afternoon of music and poetry 
that celebrates birds as symbols of freedom, beauty and wonderment. Listen to original 
songs composed by Andrew List and performed by mezzo-soprano Krista River and pianist 
George Lopez, enjoy bird-inspired poetry by Mary Pinard and learn about local birds from 
Wayne Petersen, director of the Massachusetts Audubon’s Important Bird Area Program. 
On the Wing offers an original way to appreciate birds’ unique vocalizations and behavior 
and reflect on bird conservation and ecological stewardship.

Cost: Free, Space is limited, please email RSVP to lectures@hmsc.harvard.edu

6:00pm –7:30pm
You’re the Expert
Brattle Theatre 
40 Brattle Street, Harvard Sq, Cambridge
You’re the Expert is a live show, podcast and new public radio program on WBUR that 
uses comedy to make academic research more accessible and exciting. Through games, 
sketches and misguided guesses, a panel of hilarious comedians will try to get to the 
bottom of what a distinguished scientist does all day. You won’t want to miss being part  
of the audience for this live show and podcast taping, hosted and produced by Chris 
Duffy. This very special installment is part of the Eugene Mirman Comedy Festival and  
is sponsored by WBUR 90.9 FM.

Cost: For ticket information, please see: eugenemirmancomedyfestival.com

10:00am – 3:00pm
Central MA Science Festival 
Boys & Girls Club of Fitchburg and Leominster 
365 Lindell Ave., Leominster
Full STEAM ahead! Put on your lab coat and join us for a community celebration of STEAM.  
At this free event, families and friends can explore hands-on learning activities, circuitry 
projects, Lego building, coding, origami, apps, sports science, 3-D printing, beekeeping, 
aviation projects and much more!

Cost: Free

11:00am – 12:00pm
Marvelous Molecules in Play 
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge 

Experience a selection of live chemical reactions and the explanations behind them. This 
show may include the knock your sox off reaction, smoking gun, carbon dioxide shower, 
attempted encapsulation of a child in a CO² film bubble, trial of a gummy bear, tick tock 
reaction and much more! Audience participation is encouraged. Sponsored by the MIT 
Chemistry Department & MIT Alumni Association / Club of Boston.

Cost: Free with Museum admission

12:00pm – 4:30pm
Sculpture Racing Workshop
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Design and build your own racing sculpture in this 4-hour, fun-filled workshop! Sculpture 
Racing is a climactic intersection of art and engineering, in which racers push, pull, or 
pedal wheeled artworks. Design and initial construction will take place in collaborative 
teams. Finish off your piece and return to the MIT Museum on Sunday, April 26, to exhibit 
your handiwork! Middle school teens should be accompanied by an adult to help guide the 
process (minimum 1 adult to 3 teens). 

Cost: $10 (includes Museum admission), Ages 12+,  
Pre-registration required at: web.mit.edu/museum/programs/festival.html 
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9:00am – 12:00pm
Free Admission to  
Harvard Museum of Natural History
26 Oxford Street, Cambridge

See new and historic exhibits featuring Harvard’s extraordinary natural history collections 
and research at the University’s most visited museum. Explore the recently renovated  
Birds of the World gallery featuring hundreds of stunning specimens, representing over  
200 different bird families. And don’t miss Sea Creatures in Glass, the new permanent 
display of 60 models of invertebrates made by artists Leopold and Rudolf Blaschka, 
creators of Harvard’s world famous “Glass Flowers.” 

ALSO OCCURRING: Wednesday, April 22 at 3pm–5pm and Sunday, April 26 at 9am–12pm

Cost: Free, Regular admission rates apply after 12:00pm

9:00am – 12:00pm
Free Admission to  
Peabody Museum of Archaeology & Ethnology
11 Divinity Ave., Cambridge

The Legacy of Penobscot Canoes: A View from the River exhibition explores the enduring 
importance of rivers and canoes in Penobscot tribal life and features stone tools collected by 
Henry David Thoreau. Explore the varied beauty and craftsmanship of war objects from cul-
tures around the world in the new exhibition Arts of War: Artistry in Weapons Across Cultures. 
From maces and spears to shields and entire suits of armor, this exhibition offers museum-
goers more than 150 striking examples of weapons that are also extraordinary works of art. 

ALSO OCCURRING: Wednesday, April 22 at 3pm–5pm and Sunday, April 26 at 9am–12pm

Cost: Free, Regular admission rates apply after 12:00pm 

10:00am –3:30pm
Animation Immersion
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Take part in an innovative hand-drawn + computer animation workshop. First, use light-
boxes to explore a range of hand-drawn animation tools and skills and then switch to 
exploring drawing and animating techniques using Illustrator and After Effects computer 
programs. The hand-drawn and computer-generated art will be combined into a science-
themed video! 

Cost: $15 (includes Museum admission), Ages 11–16 only, each student must bring own 
lunch. Pre-registration required at: web.mit.edu/museum/programs/festival.html

6:00pm –7:30pm
Reinventing a Genre:  
Pushing the Limits of Science Writing 
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
More than ever before, science writers are pushing the boundaries of traditional style into new 
territory, from fiction to webcomics to film. What are the limits of creative science writing? How 
can the techniques of fiction be used to communicate science in new and exciting ways? What, 
ultimately, is the relationship between fact and story? Join string theorist and author Tasneem 
Zehra Husain; science writer Amanda Gefter; MIT physicist and novelist Alan Lightman; and 
physicist-turned-filmmaker Mark Levinson, for a lively discussion about their work and the larger 
artistic landscape of science writing—moderated by Tim De Chant, senior digital editor at NOVA.

Cost: Free

6:00pm –8:00pm
Science Happy Hour  
John Harvard’s Brewery 
33 Dunster Street, Cambridge  

Do you find your conversations often swing towards science? Do you sometimes wonder 
how that beer came to be? We invite you to come and enjoy a drink while discussing 
contemporary science related topics, from Ebola to IPA, with Princeton University graduate 
students and researchers. We’ll also have great ‘science of beer’ and other educational 
materials for you to take home and continue learning with!

Cost: Free, 21+ cash bar
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2:30pm –3:30pm
Meet Astronaut Chris Cassidy
Museum of Science 
Current Science & Technology Center, 1 Science Park, Boston
Astronaut Chris Cassidy has spent 181 days in space, including five space walks as part 
of shuttle mission STS–127 and as a member of the International Space Station crew on 
Expedition 35. Learn more about being an astronaut and living in space for months at  
a time.

Cost: Included with Museum admission

3:00pm – 5:30pm
Making Green Science Toys 
632 Trapelo Road, Belmont

Come make and take home biocompatible materials and fun toys, like catapults. Do 
investigations in green chemistry like real laboratory innovators at Harvard, MIT and  
Tufts University. Make origami-like boats, animals and airplanes with award winning Bee’s 
Wrap. Investigate the nanotechnology of graphene. Engineer your own GeckoBots and find 
out about the Z-Man project of DARPA for climbing vertical walls with GeckSkin gloves.  
Go home with a kit for making non-toxic polymer gel balls.

Cost: $7 per family

4:00pm –8:00pm
MakeScience: Arts & Tech Science Fair
Artisan’s Asylum 
10 Tyler Street, Somerville
An old-school science fair with a modern Arts & Tech spin, featuring the ideas, tools, 
and processes of engineers, fine artisans, designers, sculptors, makers, tinkerers 
and crafters. Come check out Artisan’s Asylum, greater Boston’s premier community 
fabrication facility and meet the people who make science here! Quench your curiosity 
with brewing science & robots, welding demos & dioramas, blinking lights and 
molten glass.

Cost: Free, Drop-in

11:00am – 1:00pm
One More Cup of Coffee
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Hear MIT professor Sandy Pentland, Harvard researcher Daniel Chasman and Beth Israel 
Deaconess Medical Center physician Sanjiv Chopra spill the beans about their separate 
studies on the social, molecular, or physiological effects of coffee. And, awaken your senses 
while speaking with experts from Flour Bakery + Cafe, Darwin’s Ltd., and Aeronaut Brewery 
about the finer aspects of their brews. Sampling is encouraged!

Cost: Free with Museum admission

12:00pm – 4:00pm
Cambridge Explores the Universe  
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics 
60 Garden Street, Cambridge  

Become an astronomer for a day! Enjoy exploration stations that include hands-on activities, 
telescope tours, ask-an-astronomer booths and solar observing. Find out the latest 
discoveries about the Sun, exoplanets, black holes and take your own telescope images 
using our robotic telescopes. Go on a virtual tour of space using the World Wide Telescope 
visualization lab. It’s out of this world!

Cost: Free

1:00pm – 4:00pm
Solve A Crime Using DNA, CSI Style
MassBioEd 
300 Technology Square, Eighth Floor, Cambridge 

If you are curious about DNA join us to learn how forensic investigators (like CSI) work 
with DNA to solve crimes. Missy Baker (the town’s favorite pastry chef) has gone missing 
and we must help CSI find her! We’ll use molecular genetics tools such as PCR and gel 
electrophoresis to analyze Missy Baker’s DNA. You’ll help CSI solve this possible case of 
abduction! We’ll discuss how DNA is used in medicine, personal identification, forensics  
and answer all your questions about DNA.

Cost: $10, Ages 10+ (accompanied by adult), Pre-registration required at: bit.ly/CSIstyle
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10:00am –12:00pm
Paper Skyscrapers
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Use paper cups, newspapers and other materials to build towers in the museum. Compete 
or collaborate with other visitors on this fun, hands-on building activity.

Cost: Free with Museum admission

10:00am – 1:00pm
Cambridge-Boston Bridge Tours
Starts in front of Museum of Science 
1 Science Park, Boston
Tour of Boston’s bridges along the Fort Point Channel, surface tour of the Central Artery 
Tunnel along the Rose Kennedy Greenway, and tour of Zakim Bridge & Park given by bridge 
experts from the Boston Society of Civil Engineers (BSCES). The BSCES runs tours like this  
all year long for students to help them recognize how their classes relate to the real world 
and to help them gain appreciation for their infrastructure. Visit engineeryourfuture.org for 
info on the whole outreach program. Note: Please wear comfortable shoes!

ALSO OCCURRING: Thursday, April 23 10am–1pm

Cost: Free

10:15am –10:45am & 11:00am –11:30am
Robots and Beyond Mini Tours
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Does your child seem to know everything about robots? Then explore the MIT Museum’s 
historic robots gallery with Debbie Douglas, Science & Technology Curator and learn the 
back stories about some of the unique collection! Limited to 25 participants per tour; for 
families with children under age 12 only. Tickets available one half-hour before tour on  
a first-come, first-served basis. 

Cost: Free with Museum admission

4:00pm – 8:00pm
BrewScience: Demos 
Aeronaut Brewery 
14 Tyler Street, Somerville
Explore the science of brewing with the co-founders of Aeronaut Brewing Company! Check 
out informational displays about all the geekery that goes on in the world of beer and join  
the team brewing a demo batch just for Cambridge Science Festival. (And, yes, the bar will  
be open!)

Cost: Free, 21+, Drop-in

6:00pm – 7:15pm
A Little Light Music:  
Songs of Electromagnetic Radiation 
Museum of Science 
Cahners Theater, Blue Wing Level 2, 1 Science Park, Boston 

This multigenerational chorus, ages 5 to grandparent, will perform songs about light and the 
electromagnetic spectrum, accompanied by imaginative children's art. The music is by several 
composers in a variety of styles. The songs are poetic, entertaining, and informative about 
wavelengths seen by various animals, bioluminescence, lasers, and much more. 

ALSO OCCURRING: Saturday, April 25 at 3pm–4:15pm, Broad Institute Auditorium, 415 Main St. 
and Sunday, April 26 at 3pm–4:15pm at Peabody School, 70 Rindge Ave., Cambridge

Cost: Free

7:00pm – 9:00pm
StarTalk Live! with Bill Nye the Science Guy
Shubert Theater 
265 Tremont Street, Boston
Science meets comedy and pop culture onstage at StarTalk Live!, the StarTalk Radio road 
show that’s entertaining and educating sold-out audiences around the country! Just like 
the award-winning podcast and radio show, StarTalk Live! explores current events from 
the frontiers of science, and includes scientists, celebrities and comedians as featured 
guests. This very special installment is part of the Eugene Mirman Comedy Festival and  
is sponsored by WBUR 90.9 FM.

Cost: For tickets & details, see eugenemirmancomedyfestival.com
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1:00pm –4:00pm
Mathternoon @ the MIT Museum 
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Try your hand (and mind) at a variety of analytical explorations, including origami, slide 
rules and collaborative puzzles during this fun, numerically-replete afternoon. 

Cost: Free with Museum admission

2:00pm – 5:00pm
The Jungle Quest for Gold
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
An old legend has it that there is treasure hidden deep within the heart of the Rube Jungle. 
Few dare approach the jungle, as it can only be navigated using a Rube Goldberg machine, 
a piece of engineering far too complicated for the ordinary person. But you could be the 
one to conquer the challenge. Join us for a fun afternoon workshop where you will use 
simple machines to create a machine to help you avoid flesh-eating piranhas, collect 
hidden rubies and get to the gold treasure! Are you up for the challenge?

Cost: $10 (includes Museum admission), Ages 9–12 only,  
Pre-registration required at: web.mit.edu/museum/programs/festival.html 

11:00am – 1:00pm
Creative Circuitry
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Explore the intersection between art and electronics! Participants will explore basic circuits, 
engineering design, and programming with opportunities to design, build and take home their 
very own electronics craft creation. 

Cost: $5 (includes Museum admission), Ages 12+,  
Pre-registration required at: web.mit.edu/museum/programs/festival.html

11:00am – 2:00pm
Meet the Scientists!
The Discovery Museums 
177 Main Street, Acton 

What’s it like to be a scientist? Find out in this special program as you talk to real scientists 
and have fun with the hands-on activities they’ve developed. Discover why they find science 
cool and exciting while learning about their current research and interests in chemistry, 
biology, physics and other fields. This event is led by scientists participating in our Portal  
to the Public program (discoverymuseums.org/programs-events/portal-public).

Cost: Free with Museum admission

1:00pm – 2:00pm
MIT Museum Revealed: Scientific Imagery 
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Join Museum Director John Durant to explore the work of three talented photographers: 
Berenice Abbott, Harold “Doc” Edgerton and Felice Frankel on view in our newest exhibition, 
“Images of Discovery.” Learn about the scientific basis for their images as you appreciate 
their vision. Limited to 25 participants—teens and adults only. Tickets available one half-hour 
before tour on a first-come, first-served basis.

Cost: Free with Museum admission
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9:30am –10:45am 
Walking Tour of MIT’s Nuclear 
Research Reactor  
138 Albany St., Cambridge  
Free, Pre-registration required at least  
24 hours before start of the tour:  
http://goo.gl/forms/wu3jQnX39c  

10:00am –12:00pm 
Center for Ultracold Atoms—Hands-on 
Demonstrations and Lab Tours 
Compton Laboratories, Access Via  
60 Vassar St., MIT Room 26-214   
Free 

10:00am –2:00pm 
AeroAstro Open House  
Multiple activities and locations!   
Free 

10:00am –2:00pm 
Hands-On Sustainable Engineering 
222 Memorial Dr., MIT Campus,  
Lobby 10, Cambridge  
Free, Drop-in 

10:00am –2:00pm 
Movable Messages in Books: Spinning 
Wheels, a Coded Disk and Volvelles 
222 Memorial Dr., MIT Campus,  
Lobby 10, Cambridge   
Free, Drop-in 

11:00am –1:00pm & 2:00pm –4:00pm 
Coding and Game Development 
MIT Museum, 265 Mass Ave., Cambridge  
$10 (includes Museum admission), Ages 8+, 
Pre-registration required at web.mit.edu/
museum/programs/festival.html

 

1:00pm –2:00pm 
MIT Museum Revealed:  
Photography Places 
MIT Museum, 265 Mass Ave., Cambridge
Free with Museum admission. For 25 teens  
& adults only. Tickets available 30 min.  
before tour, first-come, first-served. 

1:00pm –4:00pm 
What Will They 3D Print Up Next? 
MIT Museum, 265 Mass Ave., Cambridge  
Free with Museum admission 

2:00pm –4:00pm 
Tour of MIT Electrical Engineering 
Computer Science Department Labs 
50 Vassar St., 4th floor, Room 34-401B  
Free, Pre-registration required via email to 
anneh@mit.edu before April 15th for more 
information and a reservation 

2:00pm –4:00pm 
MIT International Design Center (IDC) 
Open House 
MIT IDC, 265 Mass Ave., Cambridge, 3rd Fl  
Free, Drop-in 

6:00pm –9:00pm 
MIT Solar Electric Vehicle Team— 
Shop and Manufacturing Tours 
Edgerton Shops, MIT Building N51,  
next to the MIT Museum,  
265 Mass Ave., Cambridge  
Free 

6:00pm –9:00pm 
MIT Nano Observatory: Smaller & Smaller 
77 Mass Ave., Cambridge, 
MIT, Building 24, Room 041  
Free, Pre-registration required at  
eventbrite.com/event/15331035540 

ACROSS MIT 
MIT Campus, Cambridge 
Take a journey across MIT to discover current research, student projects, 
collections and more... See bit.ly/AcrossMIT2015 for details!

6:30pm – 9:30pm
Beer Brewing Science Workshop: Hops IPA
Aeronaut Brewery 
14 Tyler Street, Somerville
This workshop will highlight the importance of adding hops in the beer brewing process. 
Different hops and their characteristic flavors and biology of the hops plant, flower cone, 
trichomes and essential oils will be included. Tastings and samplings of Aeronaut’s fine  
beers will accompany the experience.

Cost: To be determined, See festival website for more information and registration.

Check  

it out! 

More  exhibits, tours,  special programs and great school vacation week workshops for today and every day of the festival  on pages 50 – 53  at the end of  this book!
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10:00am – 12:00pm
Volpe Talks: Transportation Ideas Worth Sharing
Volpe 
55 Broadway, Cambridge
For over 40 years, Volpe, the National Transportation Systems Center has helped the 
transportation community navigate its most challenging problems. Come and hear a series 
of short, live talks direct from Volpe team members working on emerging transportation 
issues such as maritime security, nonmotorized transportation, planning for climate change 
and advancing the flow of aviation traffic. The talks will conclude with a tour of the Volpe 
Simulators (how to drive a train, fly a plane, navigate an airfield) showcasing how Volpe is 
advancing transportation innovation for the public good. Limited to 40 participants; teens  
and adults only.

Cost: Free, Pre-registration required at: volpetalks.eventbrite.com

10:30am –1 2:00pm
Investigate the World: Ways of Seeing
Maud Morgan Arts 
20A Sacramento Street, Cambridge
How do scientists and artists use their observation skills to “see” the world differently? Come 
handle, measure, weigh and draw specimens to unlock hidden meanings from systems of 
categorization. We will also look at examples of artwork from different periods to discuss the 
infinite variety of artistic interpretations beyond traditional classifications. This interactive 
event utilizes extensive specimen collections from the Rhode Island School of Design Nature 
Lab and takes place in the studios of Maud Morgan Arts. Limited to 25 participants, best for 
ages 8–14.

Cost: Free, Pre-register at: risdmmascienceart.eventbrite.com  

11:00am –12:30pm
Make Your Own iPhone Case
Toysinbox 3D Printing 
1 Cameron Street, Wellesley
In this workshop, you will learn to design and 3D print your own iPhone case. First,  
you will learn how to use a 3D printer. Next, you will design a 3D model for your iPhone 
case that will have a lovely pattern and your name. Once you create the model, you will 
print it out on our 3D printers. A Toysinbox 3D Printing associate will guide you through  
this process step-by-step. Come and enjoy this fun and unique learning experience!  
See toysinbox3dprinting.com/3d_printing_classes_workshops.html for details.

Cost: $35, Register via email info@toysinbox or call 781-239-1388

2:00pm –3:00pm
SMELL YOU LATER!  
A Workshop at the Memory Exhibition
Le Laboratoire Cambridge 
650 East Kendall Street
Did you know that your sense of smell can help you remember something months, years, 
even decades later? Our nose is the strongest tie to our memories; stronger even than 
our sense of sight, sound or touch! Has a certain smell ever reminded you of something 
randomly, out of the blue? Can you imagine being able to send and receive scent-based 
text messages? What would happen if a composer and a perfumer collaborated to create 
a "memory mashup" of sound and smell? During this fun and interactive workshop, you’ll be 
able to explore these possibilities and learn about many more!

Cost: Free, Ages 10–14, Pre-registration required at: bit.ly/1xoxzvX

4:00pm –6:00pm
Science Exploration Party—Lesley University
Lesley University 
1815 Massachusetts Ave., 2nd Floor Room 2–141
Science Exploration Party! Families with children in grades 1–   6 are invited to visit the 
Lesley University science labs to enjoy activities that will delight and astound! Elementary 
science teachers will provide hands-on explorations about how the world works. Both 
children and parents can choose activities with plants, animals, water, rocks, engineering 
design, technology and more! Limited to 24. 

Cost: Free, Pre-registration required at: eventbrite.com/event/14820164511
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4:30pm – 6:00pm
Science Magic with Bright Horizons  
at Davis Square
99A Dover Street, Somerville

Please join us for an afternoon of “Science Magic” and a chance to create your own lava 
lamp! Visit to learn how ice cubes and your very own fingers can easily perform magic  
tricks! Children will also experiment with mixing different materials and solutions found at 
home, predict outcomes and finish by creating a lava lamp to take home. See details at:  
campaigns.brighthorizons.com/cambridgesciencebh2015.

Cost: Free

6:30pm – 8:30pm
Investigating a Family’s DNA 
Biogen Idec Community Lab 
225 Binney Street, Cambridge 
Come learn and apply molecular biology techniques to analyze a case study about 
hemophilia. The lab will provide you the opportunity to perform a DNA restriction digest and 
gel electrophoresis to determine the occurrence of a DNA mutation in a hypothetical family 
with a history of hemophilia A. You will use the same equipment as our scientists and learn 
more about the drug development process at a biotech company. Directions and parking 
information will be emailed to registered participants.

Cost: Ages 16+, Free, Pre-registration required at: investigating-a-familys-dna.eventbrite.com  

6:30pm – 8:30pm
J-Walt’s Spontaneous Fantasia
Museum of Science 
Charles Hayden Planetarium, 1 Science Park, Boston
Take a journey through the fantastic worlds of interactive art and performance with 
Spontaneous Fantasia. Sample a virtual reality where 3-D dancing figures and landscapes  
are all designed from scratch and in real time under the dome of the Charles Hayden 
Planetarium. This immersive musical and visual experience is created by J-Walt; a performer, 
filmmaker, graphic artist and composer. Using self-designed software, a touchpad, and a 
joystick, J-Walt takes computer animation into uncharted territories before your eyes. 

Cost: $15 for admission  

7:00pm –8:00pm
CafeSci Boston: "Why 60 Minutes?  
5000 Years of Tradition and Science" 
Le Laboratoire Cambridge 
650 East Kendall Street, Cambridge 

Join WGBH’s NOVA at our monthly event, CafeSci Boston. Science Cafes are live and 
lively events that bring scientists, researchers, artists, and professionals out to have a 
conversation about their work with the general public. This month, Robert Coolman will 
discuss why mechanical clocks were incapable of measuring minutes and seconds until 
the 16th century, yet the 60 used then is the same used by the Sumerians over 5000 years 
ago. This will be the story of how 60 was handed from civilization to civilization.

Cost: Free, email RSVP to brooke_havlik@wgbh.org

7:00pm –9:00pm
Shark Tank: Science Media Edition
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Venture into the shark tank and watch as science enthusiasts dangle their ideas for 
great science stories before a hungry panel of media editors/sharks. Will the contestants 
clearly communicate their ideas and walk away with an offer to turn a pitch into a 
published story? Or will the sharks tear their ideas to shreds? You'll leave this event with 
a better sense of what makes science story ideas tasty or terrible—and how they make 
their way into the press.

Cost: Free, 21+ Cash bar
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8:00pm – 10:00pm
Story Collider: Gravity
Oberon 
2 Arrow Street, Harvard Sq, Cambridge
Join us for an evening of true, personal stories about science. Come to the only show 
where you can hear people—scientists, not-scientists, and half-scientists—tell funny and 
heartbreaking stories about the role of science in their lives. 

Cost: $10, Tickets available at: americanrepertorytheater.org/events/show/story-collider

8:00pm –11:00pm
Science Trivia Night—Aeronaut Style
Aeronaut Brewing Company 
14 Tyler Street, Somerville
Join us at the Aeronaut taproom to see how much you REALLY know about the science of 
brewing! We’ll talk fermentation, hops, malt, brew history and more. Taproom opens at 5pm, 
trivia starts at 8pm. 

Cost: Free, 21+

9:00am –12:00pm
Marine Science Center:  
Rocky Shore Field Study and Facility Tour
Northeastern University Marine Science Center 
430 Nahant Road, Nahant
The Northeastern University Marine Science Center, located in Nahant, is Northeastern’s 
North Shore hub for marine and environmental science research, higher education and 
outreach. Join us for a unique opportunity to tour the renovated facility, learn about cutting 
edge research, chat with a scientist, meet our touch tank critters and explore the tidepools 
on our pristine rocky shore. Participants should dress for the weather, as portions of the 
program will be outdoors and wear shoes or boots with a good grip that can get wet. 

Cost: Free, Registration required. See online for details. 

9:00am –3:00pm
Be CitySmart with Cambridge  
Community Development Department!
Outside Cambridge Public Library Main Branch 
449 Broadway, Cambridge
Learn how to get around town without getting behind the wheel in a fun, exciting setting! 
Play games, win prizes and get CitySmart.

Cost: Free

10:00am –12:00pm
Pulling Partners—CSF Edition
Mass Audubon Habitat Education Center and  
Wildlife Sanctuary, 10 Juniper Road, Belmont
This Earth Day, join Mass Audubon Habitat’s multi-generational service group and help 
us out on the sanctuary. Pulling Partners meets every week and helps us to protect the 
nature of Massachusetts for people and wildlife by working on various projects on the 
property. This week the focus will be on removing invasive plants and getting ready for 
our goats to return for the season. Join us for a morning of hard work, fun and learning. 
All ages welcome. Children must be accompanied by an adult. Dress for outdoor work—
gloves provided. RAIN will cancel.

Cost: Free, Registration required at: bit.ly/PullingPartners 
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10:00am – 4:00pm
Exploring Network Science Series
Boston University Science Center 
590 Commonwealth Ave., Boston
The field of network science aims to solve some of the most complex problems facing our 
society today. In this series of 4 discussions and workshops for teens, families, educators, 
learn to see the world around you in a whole new way… through the lens of networks!  
Networks are embedded in our society, biology, chemistry, technology infrastructures 
and so much more. Networks are at the interface of science and art. The workshops are 
progressive in nature or can stand alone. Sign up for as many sessions as you wish.  

Free, Ages 12+, Pre-registration required at: bu.edu/networks/festival

10:00am – 4:00pm
3D Printing for Your Aquarium
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Do you have your own personal aquatic environment or aspire to one day? Are you curious 
about 3D printing? Can the two interests be melded together? They can! Learn how some 
intrepid educators from the Windward School in Los Angeles are experimenting with 3D 
printed coral models for use in aquariums.

Cost: Free with Museum admission

10:30am –12:00pm
Become an Engineer with Bright Horizons  
at University Park
129 Franklin Street, Cambridge

Join Bright Horizons for a morning filled with engineering fun! We will be constructing 
bridges and boats with various materials and testing how much weight each structure  
can hold. We’ll use photos of well-known boats and bridges here in the Boston area  
and other well-known structures to help inspire our creations! See details online at: 
campaigns.brighthorizons.com/cambridgesciencebh2015.

Cost: Free

10:00am –12:00pm
Performamatics:  
Where Music and Computing Cross
Cambridge Public Library Computer Lab 
449 Broadway, Cambridge
What do music and computing have in common? Lots! Join UMass Lowell Music Professor 
Gena Greher and UMass Lowell Computer Science Professor Jesse Heines to explore 
areas in which music and computing cross paths. Create music with your computer or one 
of ours and learn some basics of computing at the same time. Appropriate for children from 
the middle school ages up as well as their parents.

Cost: Free, Pre-registration required at: performamatics.eventbrite.com

10:00am –12:00pm or 1:00pm –3:00pm 
The Wonderful World of Stem Cells 
Tufts University, Boston Campus 
136 Harrison Ave., M&V Building, Boston 

If you could be any cell in the body, what would you be? Come visit the Jonathan Garlick lab 
at Tufts University for an interactive choose-your-own-adventure stem cell journey! Learn 
how scientists can develop stem cells that can become any type of cell in the body. Travel 
through our lab with your stem cell passport, look at stem cells under a microscope and even 
touch human skin made with stem cells! Meet the Stem Cell Rapper and his dancing Cellettes 
who teach you some of the exciting applications in the wonderful world of stem cells! 

Cost: Free, Ages 9+, Pre-registration required online at: 2015wonderfulstemcells.eventbrite.com

10:00am –4:00pm
Dive Into Ocean Science
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
On Earth Day, join scientists from the MIT, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute, the MIT 
Foundry and more to learn about their efforts to better understand our planet’s massive liquid 
environment. See the latest advances in oceanographic research, talk to individuals working 
in the field and dive into some hands-on nautical explorations, including knot tying and 
phytoplankton identification!

Cost: Free with Museum admission    
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11:00pm – 2:00pm
DIY Underwater Vehicle Design
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge 

Dive into the world of ocean engineering by designing and building a remotely-operated 
underwater vehicle! Test your rover in large tanks on the Museum’s gallery floor. Show  
off your engineering creations and share your design process with Museum visitors.

Cost: $10 (includes Museum Admission), Ages 12+ 
Pre-registration required at: web.mit.edu/museum/programs/festival.html

1:00pm –2:00pm
MIT Museum Revealed: Undersea Robotics
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Dive into our exhibit halls with Kurt Hasselbalch, Curator of the Hart Nautical Collections. Learn 
about MIT’s numerous connections to autonomous underwater vehicle development and nature-
inspired robotics. Limited to 25 participants—teens and adults only. Tickets available one half-
hour before tour on a first-come, first-served basis.

Cost: Free with Museum admission

2:00pm –3:30pm
Musically Experiencing Science
Mmmmaven 
614 Massachusetts Ave., #203, Cambridge
Andrew Hlynsky will demonstrate how tools used for electronic music making can demystify 
many terms and ideas used in physics and advanced mathematics. In the presentation Andrew 
will be going over how Ableton Live can be used to explore different types of concepts and ideas 
such as waves, sequences and programming. He will talk about filters and Fourier analysis, how 
these ideas are represented in the world. He will also demonstrate how speakers work using 
electro magnetism, how to get micro-controllers and Ableton Live to talk to each other and how 
much fun learning in this open and exploratory way can be!

Cost: Free, Ages 10+, Pre-registration required at: musicandscience.eventbrite.com

2:00pm – 4:00pm
Workshop: Fish ’n’ Ships
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Design, build and test mechanisms for ship propulsion in this introduction to nature-inspired 
engineering at MIT. This workshop for middle and high school students features examples 
from MIT research labs and the Museum’s Hart Nautical collection as well as a mini-tour  
of the Museum’s Robots & Beyond gallery.

Cost: $10 (includes Museum admission), Ages 12+,  
Pre-registration required at: web.mit.edu/museum/programs/festival.html

4:00pm –6:00pm
Come and Count…
Mass Audubon Habitat Education Center and  
Wildlife Sanctuary, 10 Juniper Road, Belmont
It’s Earth Day! Join Mass Audubon Habitat educators and find out more about our 
local plants and animals. Help us by gathering data while you learn more about plants, 
amphibians, reptiles, birds and arthropods. Sign up for one of the counting projects— 
details online at CambridgeScienceFestival.org.

Cost: Free, Pre-registration required at: bit.ly/MassAudubonCount

4:00pm –6:00pm
CIC Technology Showcase
One Broadway, CIC, 5th Fl, Venture Cafe, Cambridge

CIC Cambridge houses more than 700 startups under one roof in Kendall Square. Some 
amazing products such as the Android operating system, the Kindle Fire 2 and the  
Second Life virtual world have been developed here. We appreciate any opportunity to  
share what some of our client startups are working on. Join us for an expo/demonstration 
session with some of the coolest devices and applications being conjured up right here  
in Cambridge.

Cost: Free, Drop-in
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5:30pm –7:00pm
Science Meets Art
Harvard Ed Portal, 224 Western Ave., Allston

Harvard University undergraduate students will host an assortment of hands-on activities 
and demonstrations to explore the intersection of art and science. Children of all ages  
and their families are invited to investigate the chemistry of tie-dye, the physics of light  
and color, the art of microscopy and more at this free, interactive event. 

Cost: Free, Drop-in

6:00pm – 7:30pm
David Michalek Lecture
The Honeycomb in Cafe ArtScience at Le Laboratoire 
650 East Kendall Street, Cambridge
David Michalek will discuss his original video art work, Figure Studies, an exploration of the 
human body and primitive motions created with Le Laboratoire in Paris. ArtScience @ Le Lab 
is a free, biweekly evening seminar series organized for the general public in the Honeycomb 
of Le Lab Cambridge and Cafe ArtScience. Artists, designers, scientists, chefs, engineers, 
perfumers and more talk about creativity and culture at the edges of art, science and design.

Cost: Free, Please email RSVP to programs@lelaboratoirecambridge.com

6:00pm – 9:00pm
Alternative Careers in Science— 
Speed Networking Event
43 Vassar Street, Cambridge (MIT building 46), 3rd Floor Atrium

This event is for women and men within the scientific community (from undergrads to early 
career levels) who are interested in exploring diverse career options in science. Participants 
will have the opportunity to interact with 10–15 experienced individuals who will give insight 
into their chosen professions. The event will be held in a speed-networking fashion with 
participants switching tables every 15 minutes for a total of 5 sessions. Please note this is  
not a career fair. 

Cost: $15–30, Pre-registration required at: massawis.org/AltCareersSpeedNetworking2015

6:00pm –9:00pm
Science Trivia Challenge
Broad Institute Auditorium 
7 Cambridge Center, Kendall Sq, Cambridge 
Please join us for a lively team trivia quiz that will test your knowledge of science from a 
variety of fields ranging from biology, chemistry and physics to ecology and the history of 
science. Enter a team to compete on stage, or come and participate as an audience member 
and support your favorite team. Winning teams will enjoy a meal with one of MIT’s own Nobel 
Laureates! Contestants are restricted to Middle and High School students. Registration is 
required only for participating youth teams. To learn more or to register your team, please  
visit web.mit.edu/trivia.

Cost: Free to spectators, Teams must register online at: web.mit.edu/trivia

6:00pm –11:00pm
Star Wars: A New Religion?
Aeronaut Brewery 
14 Tyler Street, Somerville
Come explore how the fan culture around Star Wars resembles a religion with founders, 
factions, neophytes, converts and apostates. These films have inspired both love and hate  
in audiences, resembling rituals of practice and identity that we often associate with 
religion. This panel brings together scholars and film critics to explore the history and 
future of the Star Wars universe and fandom. Hosted by Cosmologics, the online magazine 
of the Program for Science, Religion and Culture at the Harvard Divinity School and 
Aeronaut Brewery. Talk is followed by Star Wars film screening in the Aeronaut Taproom.

Cost: Free

6:30pm –8:00pm
Restoring Ecosystems  
to Reverse Global Warming
Cambridge Public Library Lecture Hall 
Main Branch, 449 Broadway, Cambridge
Vast amounts of carbon dioxide contributing to global warming can be captured from the 
atmosphere and sequestered as soil organic matter through the use of regenerative organic 
land management practices. Ancillary benefits include greater soil fertility and crop production, 
increased biodiversity, improved bio-nutrient density, enhanced drought resilience and the 
return of lakes and rivers dried up years or decades earlier. Results from various on-going 
efforts worldwide will be presented.

Cost: Free
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7:00pm –8:15pm
My DNA Ancestry Test Result Says This!!! 
Cambridge Public Library  
Community Room, 449 Broadway, Cambridge
An unexpected ancestry test result launches this improvised performance exploring the 
science behind DNA ancestry testing, the historical context of human racial categorization 
and the current use of racial categories in social science and biomedical research. 
Audience members are encouraged to participate in conversations with the characters, 
all members of the GSWG, an interdisciplinary group of scientists and professionals that 
works to promote the responsible communication and application of advances in genetics 
to all members of society.

Cost: Free

10:00am –2:00pm
Digital Play Day @ the MIT Museum
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Test your skills with learning games from the MIT Game Lab, Education Arcade,  
Harmonix and others. Featured demonstrations and hands-on activities are designed 
especially for teens.

Cost: Free with Museum admission

11:00am –1:00pm & 2:00pm –4:00pm
Introduction to Robotics 
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Explore what makes a robot tick in this introduction to programming robots. Students 
use the LEGO Mindstorms NXT and NXT-G Programming Environment to get robots 
sensing, thinking, and moving about. This workshop includes an introduction to artificial 
intelligence research at MIT and a guided tour of the Robots and Beyond gallery. 

Cost: $10 (includes Museum admission), Ages 12+,  
Pre-registration required at: web.mit.edu/museum/programs/festival.html

12:00pm –3:00pm
From Classroom to Career: Discover  
In-Demand STEM Jobs and Career Pathways!
Microsoft New England Research & Development (NERD) Center 
1 Memorial Drive #1, Cambridge
Come learn about careers in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) in 
the Metro North region. This event is designed for middle school through high school students, 
parents, guardians, teachers and anyone who may be interested in learning more about STEM 
jobs and their pathways. STEM professionals will talk about various aspects of their jobs, 
including their typical day, job qualifications, highlights and challenges. Through fun videos 
and interactive discussion, participants will learn how to begin on the road to a STEM career!.

Cost: Free, Pre-registration required at https://metronorthstem.eventbrite.com
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1:00pm –2:00pm
MIT Museum Revealed: Holography
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Light up your afternoon on a tour of the Museum’s popular holography exhibition,  
The Jeweled Net: Views of Contemporary Holography, with Seth Riskin, Manager of 
Holography and Spatial Imaging. Limited to 25 participants—teens and adults only.  
Tickets available one half-hour before tour on a first-come, first-served basis.

Cost: Free with Museum admission

3:00pm –4:30pm
A STEAM Conversation:  
Learning through the Lens of Art & Science
Lesley University College of Art and Design, Lunder Art Center 
1801 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
This 2nd Annual STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, Math) Conversation, a 
collaboration between Catalyst Conversation (CC) and the Cambridge Creativity Commons 
(CCC) is a lecture and workshop that explores the fertile overlap between the arts and 
sciences and how teaching them together can promote excitement and engagement in 
learning. A local artist and scientist will give presentations on a common theme followed by 
a hands-on workshop with ideas on how to merge science and arts education. We welcome 
educators, youth, artists, scientists and those interested in this rich ground for learning!

Cost: Free, Drop-in

5:00pm –7:00pm
The Future of Genetics in Healthcare:  
From Sequencing to Treatment
Brigham and Women’s Hospital 
70 Francis Street, Boston
The Brigham Research Institute (BRI) at Brigham and Women’s Hospital will host a 
symposium on “The Future of Genetics in Healthcare: From Sequencing to Treatment” 
highlighting science from our community in areas such as DNA sequencing, genome editing 
and chronic disease. Join us to learn more from experts in one of the leading healthcare 
fields and hear about how the science of today will impact patient care in the future.

Cost: Free, Pre-registration required at: brighamandwomens.org/research/CSF/default.aspx

5:00pm –8:00pm
Opening Reception for SEXUAL SELECTIONS:  
Visual Explorations of the Diversity of Sexual  
Behavior and Reproduction in Nature  
Massachusetts College of Art and Design, Student Life Gallery,  
Kennedy Building, 2nd floor, 621 Huntington Ave, Boston
Sexual Selections is a multimedia exhibition of interactive sciart-bioart created by more than 75 
MassArt students studying the biology of animal reproduction and sexual behavior. The show 
focuses on the outstanding diversity of reproductive strategies, animal courtship and sexual 
behavior, featuring works that explore the evolution of mating systems, social/sexual selection 
and gender. The exhibition includes Citizen-SciArt created at the CSF Carnival. The reception 
features Quickies, brief talks by artists and scientists about the biology behind the artwork. 

Cost: Free 

5:30pm –7:00pm
Femme in STEM: Finding a Formula 
650 East Kendall Street, Cambridge

Join the Science Club for Girls Media Team to explore the many paths of working women  
in science, technology, engineering and math. From highs and “ah ha!” moments to  
personal challenges, follow a variety of women on their professional journeys and help  
us find a formula to bring more women to the forefront of science, technology,  
engineering and math.

Cost: Free, Limited to 60 seats—first come, first seated 

5:30pm –9:00pm
Science Crawl
One Kendall Square, Cambridge

A pub crawl like you’ve never seen! Join us for a series of one-hour stops showcasing 
fun, funky, and curious geekery in our community! Stops include: science of running, beer, 
cocktails, trivia, nerd speed dating and more.

Cost: Free, 21+ Cash bars. Sign up and see more details at: bit.ly/2015sciencecrawl

ens of Art & Science
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6:00pm – 7:00pm
Islands: Natural Laboratories of Evolution
Geological Lecture Hall, 24 Oxford Street, Cambridge

Tahiti, Bermuda, Madeira, Bali. Everyone loves islands, but no one loves them more than an 
evolutionary biologist. From the dwarf elephants of Crete to the carnivorous caterpillars of Hawaii 
and the snaggly-fingered aye-aye of Madagascar, islands present a cornucopia of biodiversity. 
Darwin drew much of his inspiration from island stopovers on his fabled Beagle Voyage, as did 
Alfred Russel Wallace on his own perambulations through the East Indies. Ever since Darwin and 
Wallace jointly proposed their theory of evolution by natural selection, biologists have returned to 
islands to gain fresh insights. Jonathan Losos, Professor of Organismic and Evolutionary Biology  
at Harvard University, will discuss the relevance of islands to our understanding of evolution and 
its processes.

Cost: Free, Free lecture parking at the 52 Oxford Street Garage

6:30pm – 7:30pm
NOVA Labs:  
Real Science and Data at Your Fingertips
Biogen Idec Community Lab 
225 Binney Street, Cambridge
Do you love learning about the work that scientists do? Do you enjoy playing games? Join 
PBS’s NOVA at the Biogen Idec Community Lab to challenge yourself on our new digital 
learning platform, NOVA Labs. From predicting solar storms to designing renewable energy 
systems to building RNA molecules, NOVA Labs turns you into the scientist and gives you the 
tools to take part in real-world investigations by playing with the same data that scientists 
use. Educators and students are especially welcome!

Cost: Free, email RSVP to novaeducation@wgbh.org 

7:00pm –8:30pm
50 Whys to Look for Genes:  
Pros and Complications
33 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge (MIT Room 1–134)  
& virtually by Google Hangout (http://bit.ly/CCTEvent)
An October 2014 special issue of Time, How DNA Shapes Your Life, is optimistic and 
boosterish: “Having tried to harness the power of DNA for decades, we’re finally getting 
somewhere.” This interactive lecture examines what it would take to communicate science 
to the public in a different way from most of the popular press, to delve into the range of 
meanings of genes and genetics and to treat the audience as capable of thinking about the 
complexities that surround the application of genetic knowledge. 

Cost: Free

7:00pm –9:00pm
Science Exploration Party—Lesley University
Lesley University 
1815 Massachusetts Ave., 2nd Floor Room 2–141
Science Exploration Party! Families with children age preK–6 are invited to visit the 
Lesley University science labs to enjoy activities that will delight and astound! Elementary 
science teachers will provide hands-on explorations about how the world works. Both 
children and parents can choose activities with plants, animals, water, rocks, engineering 
design, technology and more! Limited to 24. 

Cost: Free, Pre-registration required at: eventbrite.com/event/14820345051

7:00pm –9:00pm
SciEx: Extreme Science Film Festival
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge 

Can a video about science be as exciting as an extreme sports video? It sure can, but 
you should be the judge! Join the student filmmakers who created cool video shorts, 
vote for your favorite original extreme science video and see who will walk away with 
the grand prize!

Cost: Free

7:30pm –9:00pm
Mr g Opening Night
Central Square Theater 
450 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
“As I remember, I had just woken up from a nap when I decided to create the universe.”  
Mr g creates time, space, matter, a few basic laws of physics. These give birth to stars, 
planets… but intelligent life? The Creator’s plans go awry when a mysterious rival 
questions the nature of free will. Together, we experience the birth and fate of Mr g’s 
favorite universe: ours. Adapted by Wesley Savick (who staged Lightman’s Einstein’s 
Dreams and Car Talk: The Musical!!!).

Cost: Tickets available at: www.centralsquaretheater.org/shows/mr-g,   20% off for  
Cambridge Science Festival using promotion code: FESTIVAL
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11:00am –2:00pm
Behind the Beaker, Beyond the Machines:  
The Exciting World of Cancer Research at MIT 
Koch Institute at MIT 
500 Main Street, Cambridge 
Meet the people who are changing the face of cancer research! Featuring highlights from 
MIT’s groundbreaking cancer research program, this interactive showcase offers students 
and adults alike the opportunity to engage with the interdisciplinary initiatives that lead to  
new understandings and new treatments for this deadly family of diseases. The event will 
include hands-on mini-lab activities led by biologists and engineers, group activities and 
scavenger hunts, and opportunities to talk with MIT researchers about their pioneering 
discoveries and inventions.

Cost: Free

11:00am –1:00pm & 2:00pm –4:00pm 
Make To Move Workshop
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge 

Tour our Gestural Engineering exhibition and find your inner engineer + artist. Participants 
will learn about elements of motion (gears, pulleys, linkages, and more) and combine them 
to produce a kinetic sculpture worthy of sharing with their peers.

Cost: $10 (includes Museum admission), Ages 12+, Pre-registration required at:  
web.mit.edu/museum/programs/festival.html

12:00pm –1:00pm
Medical Simulation @ MGH 
Paul S. Russell, MD Museum of Medical History  
and Innovation at Massachusetts General Hospital 
2 North Grove Street, Boston
Learn how realistic robot simulators are transforming education and training in the health 
professions. In this hands-on demonstration by the MGH Learning Laboratory, participants 
will be introduced to high-fidelity patient simulation, an experiential learning approach that 
allows health care providers to “practice” medicine in a completely risk-free environment.

Cost: Free

1:00pm –2:00pm
MIT Museum Revealed: Robots and Beyond
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Discover the history of robots and artificial intelligence—fan favorites at science 
centers all over the world—on a tour of the MIT Museum’s unique collection of robots 
with Debbie Douglas, Science & Technology Curator. Learn some of the back stories 
about these MIT inventions and if you’re lucky, even see an artifact or two not on 
display! Limited to 25 participants—teens and adults only. Tickets available one half-
hour before tour on a first-come, first-served basis.

Cost: Free with Museum admission

1:00pm –4:00pm
Innovations in Urban Design
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Learn about ways in which MIT researchers are using sustainable materials to create 
environmentally friendly buildings, discover innovation in architecture and design in  
the local community and hear about changes in the Kendall Square and Central Square  
areas from historical and personal perspectives. Also, design and build your own  
green roof model! 

Cost: Free with Museum admission

1:30pm –3:30pm
Liftoff!
Museum of Science, Outside of the Planetarium 
1 Science Park, Boston 
Engineer a rocket to take a model rover to the Moon, Mars, Titan, or Pluto. Use your 
creativity, teamwork and problem-solving skills as you prepare for liftoff!

Cost: Free
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2:00pm – 3:30pm
Beat Academy Live! 
Mmmmaven 
614 Massachusetts Ave., #203, Cambridge
Mmmmaven will lead an interactive music production and performance workshop. Wigbert 
Caro will lead an introduction to making, mixing and performing music using the industry grade 
production software, Ableton Live 9. 

Cost: Free, Ages 9+, Pre-registration required at: beatacademylive.eventbrite.com

4:00pm –7:00pm
Family STEM Night
Bridgewater State University  
Conant Science and Mathematics Center 
131 Summer Street, Bridgewater
Family STEM Night is a fun and exciting night when the Conant Science and Mathematics 
Center opens its doors to the public. Hands-on workshops and activities will run hourly 
beginning at 4:00pm. 

Cost: Free, Registration required at: microsites.bridgew.edu/case/case-events

6:00pm –7:00pm
Your Baby's Brain
Singleton Auditorium, MIT Building 46 
43 Vassar Street, Cambridge 

Ever wonder what's going on inside your child's brain? Thanks to recent technological 
advances, neuroscientists at MIT can tell you! Dr. Lindsey Powell (Postdoctoral Fellow, 
MIT) will discuss how neuroimaging has contributed to our understanding of the rapidly 
developing brain. Dr. Powell will highlight several fascinating discoveries about the inner 
workings of the young brain made through developmental neuroscience research. Dr. 
Powell will also host a question-and-answer session following the talk. To-be, new, and 
experienced parents (and children) welcome!

Cost: Free

7:00pm –8:00pm
Exploring Neurobiology and Music
Broad Institute Auditorium 
415 Main Street, Cambridge
The Harvard Museums of Science and Culture present a special evening of music and  
science featuring Project LENS, a performance collaborative that seeks to reveal 
connections between music and a wide variety of topics as eclectic as evolution, 3D printing, 
humor, law and birdsong. Join us as members of Project LENS, Ariel Mitnick, Rainer Crosett 
and Alan Toda-Ambaras, explore the field of neurobiology with Dr. David Silbersweig, Chair  
of the Department of Psychiatry and Institute for the Neurosciences at Brigham and 
Women’s/Faulkner Hospitals.

Cost: Free

7:30pm – 9:00pm; Doors open at 7
A Shout Across Time 
First Church in Cambridge 
11 Garden Street, Harvard Square, Cambridge
Live music, dancing, independent film and... physics? Come enjoy this unique multimedia  
arts program designed to celebrate Einstein’s lasting legacy! Featuring WBUR’s Carey 
Goldberg, the Boston Dance Collaboration led by Adlai Grayson and Tarikh Campbell, the  
Pro Arte Chamber Orchestra of Boston, and live interviews with superstar physicists  
Sean Carroll and Nergis Mavalvala, this performance will be one-of-a-kind. Can’t make  
it Friday? Lucky for you, it’s also being offered Saturday!

Cost: $15 per person, $5 per student. Tickets available at: ashoutacrosstime.eventbrite.com

8:00pm –9:30pm
Mr g 
Central Square Theater 
450 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
“As I remember, I had just woken up from a nap when I decided to create the universe.” 
Mr g creates time, space, matter, a few basic laws of physics. These give birth to stars, 
planets…but intelligent life? The Creator’s plans go awry when a mysterious rival 
questions the nature of free will. Together, we experience the birth and fate of Mr g’s 
favorite universe: ours. Adapted by Wesley Savick (who staged Lightman’s Einstein’s 
Dreams and Car Talk: The Musical!!!).

Cost: Tickets available at: centralsquaretheater.org/shows/mr-g,   20% off for  
Cambridge Science Festival using promotion code: FESTIVAL
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8:00pm –10:00pm
Sidewalk Astronomy 
Deguglielmo Plaza in Harvard Square in front of  
27 Brattle Street, Cambridge 

You may be in the middle of the city, but that doesn’t mean you can’t see the stars! Join us in 
Harvard Square to get a fantastic view of the Moon, Jupiter, double stars, and star clusters. 
In case of clouds ONLY, the event will move to Saturday, April 25. Note: Check for weather 
cancellations and updates at bostonastronomy.net.

Cost: Free, Weather-dependent

9:00am –3:00pm
South Shore Science Fun House
Quincy Center for Innovation 
180 Old Colony Ave., Quincy
The South Shore is participating in the Cambridge Science Festival by bringing hands-on 
activities a few stops down the Red Line at the Quincy Center for Innovation. On Saturday 
April 25, from 9am to 3pm, stop by for a funhouse of activities for all ages, including 
Programming with Scratch, Lego Robotics, Digital Storytelling, Stop-Motion Video, the 
Microscopic World, What is the Cloud?, Physics in Sports and Every Day Life, How 
Factories Make Things, Improv Theatre and more! Drop in anytime or stay all day.

Cost: Free

9:30am –2:00pm
Science Fest for Young Ones
Museum of Science, various locations throughout  
Museum, 1 Science Park, Boston
Join us for a day of hands-on science fun designed especially for Pre-Schoolers!  
Activities include the Museum’s popular “Live Animal Story Time” presentations and 
a talk about baby animals and book-signing by children’s book author and wildlife 
photographer Suzi Eszterhas. Drop in on special live animal visits and activities in the 
exhibit halls, as well as design challenges and lab activities-all created with your young 
scientist in mind!

Cost: Included with Museum admission, Ages PreK–Age 8

10:00am –2:00pm
Fantasy FashionTech Workshop for Girls  
NuVu Studio 
450 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
In this workshop, you will explore new techniques and concepts for wearable 
technologies and interactive fashion. Students will create and develop high-tech fashion 
pieces, including designs that are suitable for dancers-performers-musicians. You will 
use 3D fabrication tools, such as laser-cutters and 3D printers, and 3D modeling software, 
such as Rhino and SketchUp, as part of the production process, incorporating unique 
materials, complex patterns and fantasy-based designs in your final pieces! 

Cost: Free, For girls ages 13–18, Pre-registration required. Contact nuvu@nuvustudio.org  
to express your interest in attending the workshop
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10:00am –4:00pm
Science on State Street 
Framingham State University 
Framingham 
Framingham State University is the host of a day-long science extravaganza for learners of all 
ages. The on-street From the Earth to the Universe exhibit of breathtaking astronomical images 
will guide visitors to family-friendly science and engineering explorations scattered across 
the university’s green, leafy campus. Activities include hands-on experiences in biology, 
chemistry, physics, food science, robotics and engineering, featured presentations and talks 
from FSU faculty and invited scientists, conversations and performances that explore the 
interaction between science and the arts, and stunning HD planetarium programs.

Cost: Free, Drop-in

10:00am –4:00pm 
Rocket Day
Danehy Park 
99 Sherman Street, Cambridge
Build and launch rockets with Parts & Crafts and The Inventor Mentor! The rockets, 
powered only by water and compressed air, can reach heights of over 300 feet and 
accelerate to speeds approaching 200mph. Rocket designs will use empty soda bottles 
or card stock and foam board. Also, build parachutes, launch stuffed toys into the air and 
watch them float back to earth. Note: Please bring at least one empty 2-liter or 1-liter soda 
bottle and a tennis ball to participate. 

Cost: Free, Drop-in

10:15am–11am (Session 1) & 11:15am–12pm (Session 2  )

Fun with Fractions the Singapore Way!
Cambridge Community Center 
5 Callender Street, Cambridge
Have you ever wondered why you need to “multiply and flip” when you divide a fraction? 
Throw away the rules and formulas and learn fractions the fun and pictorial way! Lexington 
Singapore School offers an intuitive way to fractions, based on the research-based and 
results-proven Singapore Math curriculum. Provided by Singapore trained math teacher. 
There will be lots of fun, hands-on activities and brainwork! Parents are encouraged to 
stay and assist their child. One parent comes in free with the child.

Cost: Free, For 2nd–4th graders, Pre-registration required at bit.ly/SingaporeMath1 (Session 1) 
or bit.ly/SingaporeMath2 (Session 2)

11:00am –1:00pm
Topics in Optics 
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Optics are fun, and we’ll show you why! With a series of “science tricks”—it’s not magic, 
it’s science—the MIT Student Chapter of the Optical Society of America (OSA) will teach 
you the fundamentals of optical science. Demos include holograms, FM radio, no-glasses-
needed 3D TV, low-cost microscopy and much more!

Cost: Free with Museum admission

1:00pm –3:00pm
Warrior Moves
Peabody Museum of Archaeology & Ethnology 
11 Divinity Ave., Cambridge
Martial arts demonstrations from Asia, Europe and South America will be offered in 
conjunction with the Peabody Museum’s exhibition, Arts of War: Artistry in Weapons 
Across Cultures. Drop in for demonstrations by Harvard student athletes, practice 
some moves and learn the ways of warriors. Invited athletes will represent taekwondo, 
archery, capoeira, kendo, fencing, Shotokan karate, aikido and wushu.

Cost: Free with Museum admission

1:00pm –4:00pm
Soaring Into Sky & Space
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Travel into the atmosphere and beyond with the MIT community who are working at the 
upper edges of our skies. Behold Terrafugia’s roadable plane, pilot a flight simulator, 
explore rockets and gyroscopes with Draper Laboratory researchers, discuss the 
feasibility of a Mars exploration station, learn about the Global Space Balloon Challenge 
and more!

Cost: Free with Museum admission
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2:00pm – 4:00pm
Intro to Web Development for Girls & Moms  
(or Aunts, Grandmas, Big Sisters, etc.) 
Cambridge Public Library Computer Lab 
449 Broadway, Cambridge 

Want to know how to make a website? Come to this hands-on workshop with Women’s 
Coding Collective and learn about HTML and CSS—the building blocks of every site on the 
Internet, from your favorite blog to Amazon.com. We’ll introduce you to free tools and get you 
started with some basic know-how. Then the two of you will be able to sketch out a plan for 
your webpage and get started creating it! Open to girls and women ages 10 to 103.

Cost: Free, Pre-registration required at: htmlforgirls.eventbrite.com

3:00pm – 4:30pm
Trends in Technology
Cambridge Public Library, Lecture Hall 
449 Broadway, Cambridge 

Explore some of the latest headline-grabbing technology trends. Greg Page, 2014 graduate 
of the MIT Sloan School of Management, and affiliate of MIT’s Venture Mentoring Service, 
will describe and de-mystify 9 areas of technology that are changing everyone’s life: 3D 
printing, Internet of Things, Wearable Tech, IPv6, Bitcoin, NFC, Cloud Computing, Ephemeral 
Communication Apps and Unmanned Civilian Vehicles. Learn the meaning behind the 
buzzwords and the impact of each of these emerging tech fields for you, small businesses 
and society in general. Sponsored by Greater Boston ACM and Merrimack Analysis Group.

Cost: Free

3:00pm  & 8:00pm
Mr g 
Central Square Theater 
450 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
“As I remember, I had just woken up from a nap when I decided to create the universe.”  
Mr g creates time, space, matter, a few basic laws of physics. These give birth to stars, 
planets… but intelligent life? The Creator’s plans go awry when a mysterious rival 
questions the nature of free will. Together, we experience the birth and fate of Mr g’s 
favorite universe: ours. Adapted by Wesley Savick (who staged Lightman’s Einstein’s 
Dreams and Car Talk: The Musical!!!).

Cost: Tickets available at: centralsquaretheater.org/shows/mr-g,   20% off for  
Cambridge Science Festival using promotion code: FESTIVAL

7:00pm – 9:00pm
Songs from Sounds 
MIT Media Lab Cube, MIT Building E15, Room 001 
20 Ames Street, Cambridge
Songwriting is an organic process that often uses a traditional instrument like a piano or 
guitar to help develop a song. What happens when a writer uses sound itself to inspire a 
song? Students and faculty from the Songwriting and Electronic Production and Design 
departments at Berklee College of Music have taken up the challenge and this concert will 
showcase their work. In Songs from Sounds, science and technology will share the stage 
with poetry and storytelling for this exciting collaboration.

Cost: Free

7:30pm – 9:00pm; Doors open at 7
A Shout Across Time 
First Church in Cambridge 
11 Garden Street, Harvard Square, Cambridge
Live music, dancing, independent film and...physics? Come enjoy this unique multimedia 
arts program designed to celebrate Einstein’s lasting legacy! Featuring WBUR’s Carey 
Goldberg, the Boston Dance Collaboration led by Adlai Grayson and Tarikh Campbell, 
the Pro Arte Chamber Orchestra of Boston and live interviews with superstar physicists 
Sean Carroll and Nergis Mavalvala. This performance will be one-of-a-kind. Can’t make it 
Saturday? Go to the Friday, April 24th show.

Cost: $15 per person, $5 per student: Tickets available at shoutacrosstime.eventbrite.com

2:00pm – 3:00pm & 3:30pm – 4:30pm
The Science of Handbells 
First Parish in Cambridge 
1446 Massachusetts Ave., Harvard Sq, Cambridge 

What really happens when you hear a bell ringing? The Back Bay Ringers are holding two 
free educational handbell presentations to introduce scientific concepts in handbell ringing. 
Materials scientist and BBR member Cade Murray will discuss topics such as metallurgy, 
sound waves and overtones; the ensemble will play music that connects the science to the 
art of ringing. The first session at 2:00pm targets families with elementary school children; 
the 3:30pm session targets families with middle and high school students. A Q & A time will 
follow each program.

Cost: Free
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2:00pm – 3:30pm
Mr g 
Central Square Theater 
450 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
“As I remember, I had just woken up from a nap when I decided to create the universe.”  
Mr g creates time, space, matter, a few basic laws of physics. These give birth to stars, 
planets… but intelligent life? The Creator’s plans go awry when a mysterious rival questions 
the nature of free will. Together, we experience the birth and fate of Mr g’s favorite universe: 
ours. Adapted by Wesley Savick (who staged Lightman’s Einstein’s Dreams and Car Talk:  
The Musical!!!).

Cost: Tickets available at: centralsquaretheater.org/shows/mr-g,   20% off for  
Cambridge Science Festival using promotion code: FESTIVAL

3:00pm –4:15pm
A Little Light Music:  
Songs of Electromagnetic Radiation 
Peabody School 
70 Rindge Ave., Cambridge 
A Little Light Music is a program of songs about light and the electromagnetic spectrum,  
sung by a multigenerational chorus, ages five to grandparent. It is accompanied by a 
slideshow of imaginative children's artwork and the lyrics. The music is by several  
composers in a variety of styles. The program includes songs about wavelengths seen  
by various animals, bioluminescence, lasers and much more. The songs are informative, 
poetic and entertaining. This is a performance both kids and adults will enjoy!

Cost: Free

3:00pm –5:30pm
Making Green Science Toys 
632 Trapelo Road, Belmont 

Come make and take home biocompatible materials and fun toys, like catapults. Do 
investigations in green chemistry like real laboratory innovators at Harvard, MIT and  
Tufts University. Make origami-like boats, animals and airplanes with award winning Bee’s 
Wrap. Investigate the nanotechnology of graphene. Engineer your own GeckoBots and find 
out about the Z-Man project of DARPA for climbing vertical walls with GeckSkin gloves.  
Go home with a kit for making non-toxic, polymer gel balls.

Cost: $7 per family

7:30pm –9:00pm
Hi-Fi Sci Art: Preserving Our Planet
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Hear five new compositions commissioned specially for the Festival, performed by 
Dinosaur Annex professionals, young guest musicians and dancers and inspired by 
visual artists whose displayed works compel us to preserve our fragile ecosystems. At 
the close, audience members will have a chance to ask questions of the collaborators. 

Cost: Free

5:00pm –10:00pm
Science Festival After Party at Aeronaut
Aeronaut Brewery 
14 Tyler Street, Somerville
Sip the science festival brew and toast to geeky science love everywhere with festival 
revelers. Cheers!

Cost: Free, 21+, Drop-in

11:00am – 1:00pm
Sculpture Racing Exhibition 
MIT Museum 
265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Meet a new generation of racing sculpture artists! Builders of all ages will be exhibiting 
their design concepts as well as completed projects. Participation in the showcase is open 
to anyone interested in displaying their racing sculpture designs and finished projects—
please see People's Sculpture Racing website (sculptureracing.org) for design & submission 
guidelines. Then, cheer on your favorite racer in an exciting sprint around the block. Lesley 
University Art Professor Geoffrey Koetsch will give a multimedia presentation on the history 
of sculpture racing in Cambridge.

Cost: Free with Museum admission



Visit CambridgeScienceFestival.org for additional details, updates and events!
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EXHIBITS
Memory
April 17 –25, Open 11am–5:30pm 
Le Laboratoire Cambridge,  
650 East Kendall St., Cambridge

This sensorial exhibition invites the public, 
through an original musical and olfactory 
composition by the composer Daniel Peter 
Biro and the master perfumer Christophe 
Laudamiel, to explore memory in a powerful 
sensorial experience. 

Cost: Free

Lightbox Navigations

April 17 –26, at 2pm–3pm 
Harvard Art Museums,  
32 Quincy, St., Cambridge

How can technology help us visualize big 
data? The Harvard Art Museums contain 
more than 250,000 objects, with less than 
1% of those objects on display at any given 
time. How can we understand this huge 
field of data? What information can we 
map? Join us in the Lightbox Gallery, on 
the top floor of the Harvard Art Museums, 
for a daily investigation of how technology 
can help us visualize, explore, and play with 
large fields of information. Sessions will be 
led by a range of speakers, including Jeff 
Steward, Director of Digital Infrastructure 
and Emerging Technology at the Harvard Art 
Museums, and members of metaLAB (at) 
Harvard, a design|research group exploring 
the boundaries of digital culture.

Cost: Free, Spaces limited, Call 617-495-1440 
or stop by the museum’s admission desk to 
register

Annosphere
April 21, 23, 25 at Noon –4pm 
CPL Main library, 449 Broadway

See the seasons change before your eyes 
as the hand-crafted, brass and mahogany 
annosphere cycles night and day in minutes. 
Like a sundial, the annosphere uses light to 
tell time with a moving shadow.

Cost: Free

Paul S. Russell, MD Museum of 
Medical History and Innovation
Monday–Saturday, April 17–18 & 20–25 
2 North Grove St. Boston

"The Body in Motion" exhibit open 9am–5pm 
Come learn what lessons MGH researchers 
are gleaning about sports medicine—and 
which are useful to pro athletes and 
weekend warriors alike. 

Anatomage Virtual Dissection Table 
demonstrations at 11–11:30am & 4–4:30pm 

At Mass General’s Paul S. Russell, MD 
Museum of Medical History and Innovation, 
check out the Anatomage table, a virtual 
dissection tool that allows viewers to see 
inside the human body from every angle.

Massachusetts General Hospital’s Ether 
Dome and Russell Museum tours at 2–3pm 
Did you know that you can stand on the 
very site of the first successful public 
demonstration of anesthesia? Our tour 
begins in Mass General’s Ether Dome, the 
hospital’s 19th-century surgical ampitheater 
(and home to one Egyptian mummy), then 
learn more about the hospital’s more than 
two centuries of history and about present-
day innovation, from targeted cancer 
therapies to immune tolerance. RSVP 
required to mghhistory@partners.org

Cost: Free

Curiosity Challenge Exhibition
April 17–26, CCTV hours:  
Mon–Thurs 12–9, Fri 12–6, Sun 4–9 
Cambridge Community TV,  
438 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge

Each year the Cambridge Science Festival 
invites students to express their curiosity in 
a poem, drawing, essay or photograph and 
enter the Curiosity Challenge. Over the past 
several years more than 3500 students have 
participated from Massachusetts and New 
England. Please visit CCTV to view a sample 
of the 2015 Curiosity Challenge entries 
and honorable mention student winners.  
Help us celebrate the inquisitiveness and 
imagination of our students.

Cost: Free 

SEXUAL SELECTIONS: Visual 
Explorations of the Diversity of 
Sexual Behavior and Reproduction  
in Nature
April 20–24, Open 9am–8pm  
Massachusetts College of Art & Design, 
Student Life Gallery, Kennedy Building,  
2nd floor, 621 Huntington Ave., Boston

Sexual Selections is a multimedia exhibition 
of biology-focused, interactive sciart and 
bioart created by more than 75 MassArt 
students studying the biology of animal 
reproduction and sexual behavior. The show 
focuses on the outstanding diversity of 
sexual behavior, gender and reproductive 
strategies in nature. The artwork explores 
the biology and evolution of mating 
systems, social and sexual selection and 
communicative displays animals use during 
courtship and mating. This exhibition 
includes Citizen-SciArt created at the 
Cambridge Science Festival Carnival. The 
reception features “Quickies,” brief talks 
by artists and scientists about the biology 
behind the artwork.

Cost: Free

Black (W)hole
April 23 –26 
Central Square Theater, 450 Mass Ave. 
Central Square, Cambridge

An interactive experience in which the 
viewer becomes immersed in a field of stars 
accompanied by the visual and auditory 
re-creation of a black hole and the abstract 
equations that describe it. Through this 
sensory-rich experience, the viewer learns 
about black holes in a way that goes beyond 
visual simulations or descriptive words. 
Through somatic engagement that involves 
the "whole person," this installation engages 
mind and body, expanding the viewer’s 
capacity to imagine and wonder.

Cost: Free

Islands: Evolving in Isolation
April 25 –26. Open 9am –5pm 
Harvard Museum of Natural History,  
26 Oxford St., Cambridge

Islands: Evolving in Isolation is a new 
exhibition at the Harvard Museum of Natural 
History that unravels the mysteries of 
island biodiversity and evolution. Packed 
with examples from around the globe, the 
exhibition brings together lizards, giant 
pitcher plants, and hissing cockroaches; 
a rare cast of the fossil human, Homo 
floresiensis; and an enormous array of 
animal specimens selected from the 
collections of Harvard’s Museum of 
Comparative Zoology, including Galápagos 
tortoises, New Guinea birds of paradise, 
Malagasy lemurs, and a remarkable Komodo 
dragon from the Indonesian islands. 

Cost: Free with museum admission

RECURRING PROGRAMS
Innovations of Cambridge Tour
April 18, 19, 22, 25, 26 at 12–1:20pm 
Meets at 1 Cambridge Center, right outside 
the Kendall Square T!

Discover the bridge builders that shaped 
East Cambridge and watch inquiring minds 
at work unzipping the secrets of our genes. 
Walk in the shadow of the world’s most 
productive innovators, and see where 
MIT students have played gigantic games 
of Tetris, parked stolen cars at incredible 
heights, and still found time to invent both 
Guitar Hero and a biomechatronic foot. 
Plug yourself into the history being made 
every day on our Innovations Tour in Kendall 
Square. Just look for the guide in a Lab Coat!

Cost: Free



Visit CambridgeScienceFestival.org for additional details, updates and events! Visit CambridgeScienceFestival.org for additional details, updates and events!
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RECURRING PROGRAMS 
Check out these programs at the 
Museum of Science!  
1 Science Park, Boston

Lightning!
April 17–26: 1pm–1:20pm & 3pm–3:20pm

Hands-On Laboratory 
April 21, 23 & 24: 10:30am–12:30pm & 2pm–4pm 
April 18 & 25: 1:30pm–3:30pm

The Amazing Nano Brothers  
Juggling Show
April 18 & 25: 12pm–12:40pm & 2pm–2:40pm

Solar Lunch
April 17–26: 12pm–1pm

Live Animal Story Time for 
Preschoolers 
April 18–26: 10:30am–10:50am

Boston Marathon® Activities
April 18 & 19: 9am–5pm

PROGRAMS FOR EDUCATORS
Combining Comparative Anatomy 
& Visual Arts with the ART+BIO 
Collaborative: A Professional 
Development Workshop for Educators
April 20–22 at 1–4:30pm 
Harvard Art Museums 
32 Quincy St, Cambridge

This ART+BIO Collaborative workshop 
introduces educators to combining visual 
art and life sciences to engage students in 
creative artmaking and advanced scientific 
concepts. Working from museum collections 
and exhibits at the Harvard Art Museums 
and Harvard Museum of Natural History, 
participants will use biological illustration 
to explore comparative anatomy and 
evolution and design creative art+science 
collaborations in their classrooms. This 
workshop is ideal for 6th–12th grade Art 
and Science teachers, along with artists/
students/educators interested in creative, 
interdisciplinary teaching and learning. 
Participants earn 10 PD points. 

Cost: $25, Pre-registration required at: 
artbiocollaborative.com

Cambridge Teacher Partners
April 18 & 25: 1pm –4pm, April 21–24: 3pm –5pm 
Museum of Science, Educator Resource 
Center, 1 Science Park, Boston

Join our program for teachers and gain 
access to all of the Museum’s educator 
resources, plus enjoy special discounts on 
workshops, store purchases, and more.

Cost: Free for New England Teacher  
partners (free to belong)

      The Cambridge    
  Expanded  Learning 
STEAM Network 
and Boston STEM 

Network aim to facilitate 
collaboration between Network 
members to create and increase 
access to STEAM learning 
opportunities for young people. 
To this end, we are facilitating 
collaborations to create events for 
the Cambridge Science Festival 
through the development of a 
thread of STEAM events and 
activities targeting Cambridge 
and Boston youth, educators and 
providers.  

Look for the STEAM icon in the 
festival schedule to see  
local, collaborative  
programs by members  
of the EL STEAM Network.

WEEK-LONG WORKSHOPS
Made by Me:  
3D Model and 3D Print Your Creation
Toysinbox, 1 Cameron St, Wellesley

Learn to design and 3D print an object with 
a Toysinbox associate. Possible workshops 
include designing and making your own 
luggage tag, Earth Day model, or Easter egg.

Cost: $25. Registration required. Space is 
limited. Ages 8+. See online for schedule. 

STEAM Workshops:  
Eyes On, Hands On
April 21–25,  
Workshops at  1–5:30pm 
Maud Morgan Arts 
20 Sacramento St, Cambridge

Take 2 or 4 days of workshops. Examine and 
handle, measure, weigh, move and classify 
objects and specimens to better understand 
the natural world. Learn how species 
adapt and study how nature accomplishes 
amazing feats of structural engineering. In 
a parallel ceramics workshop learn about 
the composition of clay and glazes and the 
effects of heat to make useful and beautiful 
ceramic objects. Workshops by: Maud 
Morgan Arts & Rhode Island School of 
Design Nature Lab.

Cost: Registration & multiple workshop 
details available at: MaudMorganArts.org

Smart Game Designing (ages 11–13)
4-day camp: April 20 –23 from 4pm–6pm 
Microsoft Store, Burlington Mall,  
75 Middlesex Turnpike, Burlington

Design. Develop. Compete. Bring mobile 
games to life. Campers will learn how easy it 
is to code and create immersive customized 
game environments with Kodu and Project 
Spark. Learn the strategy and creativity 
involved to design and develop games.  
The parent or legal guardian of every camp 
participant must remain in the Microsoft 
store for the duration of the event.

Cost: Free, Ages 11–13, Pre-registration 
required: bit.ly/SmartGameDesign 

Smart Game Coding (ages 8–10)
4-day camp: April 20 –23 from 3pm – 5pm  
Microsoft Store at Shops at Prudential 
800 Boylston St, Boston

Websites and applications come from 
code, but where does code come from? 
In this camp, use kid-friendly visual 
programming language Kodu to learn how 
creativity, problem solving, storytelling 
and programming come together to 
make something all your own. Also use 
TouchDevelop, a mobile app creation 
platform with a touch-based editor that 
makes coding from your phone or tablet  
lots of fun.

Cost: Free, Ages 8–10, Pre-registration 
required: bit.ly/SmartGameCoding 

Motion Physics with ErgoBot Robots!
Check online for multiple locations & dates

In the next ten years, “Jeeves, take me 
home” will be spoken to your car (no butler 
required!). So, what are some challenges 
posed by driverless vehicles? Come use 
interactive simulations, animated interactive 
equations and real-time motion technology 
to explore motion concepts. Create and test 
models to program the ErgoBot, a small 
robot vehicle. Workshops by Ergopedia, Inc. 
of Cambridge, ergopedia.com.

Cost: Free, Grades 6+, See online for details
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